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Refine combines a discreet charging solution blended perfectly with classic soft seating 
and a built in working surface.

A - refine one seater
B - Refine two seater

C - Swirl 850 x 400mm High
D - Swirl 600 x 500mm High

E - Tuffet Round

Charge your device while you wait.

Refine
Pause... recharge



Tuffet Oval

Tuffet squareTuffet Round

Choose from the classic shapes or 
the more contemporary shapes 
and combine it with a wide range 
of fabrics to complete your unique 
look.

A versatile seating solution. Easy 
to re-arrange for quick informal 
meeting spots.

Tuffet
Triangle

Tuffet
Round

Tuffet triangle

Loop
Coffee
Tables

tuffet
Ottomans
Colour & Form brought to life



Expandable to fit your space

Synergy
the Corner Set

The modular corner set creates shared spaces that range from a simple L shape, 
to a more expansive seating configuration. Synergy works in small or large areas 
and can be used against a wall or as a divide in a large open space

A - Corner Set with Backs and Walls 
B - Round Ottomans
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the look you need in the colour you want

reFresh 
your office space

Relate
sharp angles meet 
subtle curves to form 
a bold statement 

Fusion

Relay

Enzo

Enzo



serene Pebble Muse

Soft seating gives you the opportunity to add a splash of style and colour to 
your offices. It also gives your clients a comfortable place to sit while they 
wait for meetings.

UnityPebbleIcon

Chicago

combining different styles of chairs and ottomans work well 
together when complimentary colour palettes of fabrics are chosen

mix it up
different styles combined



Choose from a range of styles to match 
your company’s personality

Variety
the spice of life

spruce

Entity

From classic shapes with simple materials to a more modern design 
with patterned and textured fabrics, we have something that will 
compliment your office environment.

Nova

Spruce

Savvygrace



Chicagovida

the perfect match

Vida
& Chicago
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A - Create Double
B - Create ottoman
C - Create single

D - Loop Plectrum Large
E - Loop Plectrum Small

This design is ideal for collaborative areas. Create is a modular set.
Choose the modules you need to create your ideal layout.

Your space, your layout.

Create
Modular configuration



C - Create DoubleA - Create single B - Create ottoman



Surround’s simple design blends seamlessly into any environment. 
Used as a meeting booth with a table or as a single booth for a 
private work space or a break away area.

2 seater

Booth with Table

Pebble single Seater

Use as a meeting booth or as a space for 
some thinking time away from the noise

Surround
Privacy anywhere





c - ottoman
d - 3 seater couch

A - double booth
B - single booth

e- arm chair
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Create a unified theme to your space using 
the cosmos range

Cosmos
All Rounder



Colab space
Curve



The four outside panels can each have a height extension added 
to shield the booth from noise. Adding a center table makes the 
booth more versatile. An additional chair or ottoman can be 
pulled up if more seating is required.

Curve
Colab space



C - 500 x 600mm HighA - 850 x 400mm High B - 600 x 500mm High

Swirl is a versatile range of coffee tables and side tables that 
will breathe life into any area. Available in a variety of finishes, 
colours and sizes.

Frames are available in white, silver and black.
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Swirl
tables



Loop
Coffee Tables
Loop is a range of modern coffee tables 
to revive your reception area. 

Available in a variety of finishes, colours and sizes.

Legs are available in white, silver and black. Available in 2 sizes:
375mm High
525mm High

Round

Rectangle Square

Plectrum



Cape Town
Mavro Building, 9 Browning Road, Observatory, 7925
P.O. Box 118, Observatory, 7935
info@alloffice.co.za
Tel:  (021) 440 7700
Fax: (021) 440 7788

www.alloffice.co.za

get in touch 
with us


